In this paper, we present a scheme of detection and localization of multiple targets in the same range cell using two transmitters bistatic MIMO radar. The signal model is constructed by means of the rotational factor produced by transmiter. Based on the signal model, canonical correlation test (CCT) method is extended directly to determine the number of targets. Furthermore, a close form solution for localization the multiple targets is presented via ESPRIT. The direction of arrivals (DOAs) and direction of departures (DODs) of the targets can be solved and paired automatically. Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the methods.
Introduction
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar is attracting the attentions of both academic and the industrial world, for its potential advantages [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Many MIMO radar schemes have been proposed to exploiting the spatial diversity [1] [2] [3] (statistical MIMO radar), which requires large inter-element distances to ensure that a target is observed from different aspect. So the performance of target detection can be improved by non-coherent processing. Unlike statistical MIMO radar, co-located MIMO radar schemes [4] [5] [6] [7] , which have small inter-element space, were proposed to achieve the coherent proces sing gain. In [5] , it is shown that MIMO radar allows one to obtain virtual aperture which is larger than real aperture and results in narrower beamwidth and lower sidelobes. Parameter identifiability is discussed in [7] ; it proved that the maximum number of targets that can be unamb iguously identified by the radar is increasing greatly. The high resolution capability of sparse aperture MIMO radar with coherence processing had been analyzed in [8] . In [9] , adaptive techniques are applied to MIMO radar for estimating the radar cross section (RCS) of targets. However, the adaptive techniques in [9] need angle searching in the whole interesting sections. In [10] , the scheme of target localization using bistatic MIMO radar was presented and the performance of localization had been analyzed. However, to obtain the location of the targets, two-dimension angle searching was necess itated.
In this paper, we present multitarget detection and localization method following the bistatic MIMO radar scheme in [10] . Based the signal model constructed by means of rotational factor produced by multi-transmiter, we first use the source number detection method to detection the number of targets. Then an ESPRIT based close-form solution for bistatic MIMO radar was developed to estimate the direction of arrivals (DOAs) and direction of departures (DODs) of the targets in the same range cell. The performances of detection and estimate are evaluated by probability of error of detection and root mean square error (RMSE).
Bistatic MIMO Radar Signal Model
The array structure of bistatic MIMO radar used in this paper is illustrated in Fig. 1 [10] . A 2-transmit/ N -receive (2T/ N R) antenna configuration is considered. For clarity and mathematical tractability, we use a simple model that ignores Doppler effects and clutters, and the range of the target is assumed much larger than the aperture of transmit array and receive array. Considering the RCS which is constant during a pulse period and varying ndependently pulse to pulse, our target model is a classical Swerling case II. d, is the interelement space at the transmitter and d , is the inter-element space at the eceiver, Assume that the target is at angles (0, ,Or)' where 0, is the angle of the target with respect to the transmit array (i.e. DOD) and Or is the angle with respect to the receive array (i.e DOA). A denotes the carrier
denotes the coded pulse of the i th transmitter, where L represents the number of code in one pulse period. In the case of p target at location ( ?, ' ?r ), the received signal vector of the q th pulse period is given by
where 
is the transmit steering matrix, and Of,·· ·Ot are the DODs of the targets. 
The covariance matrix of the noises has the property as follows: (5) and (6), we find that the signal model of the bistatic MIMO radar had been changed to statisfy the conditions of canonical correlation test (CCT) method [11] . Thus the CCT method can be applied to estimate the number oftagets for bistatic MIMO radar. The covariance matrix of receive data can be written as follows (14) and (15), estimates of the DOAs and DaDs are given by U and? , respectively. As a result, the DaDs of the targets are
2nd,
The DOAs can be estimated by all the elements of U.
Ur. j-I)i 2ndr where u j i ' j =l, ... , N, i = I, ..., P being the j th row and i th column element of U. It should be mentioned that bistatic MIMO radar can locate as many targets as the number of receive antennas. The DOAs and DaDs of the targets are paired automatically. the targets. The probabilty of error of the detection approximates the probability of false alarm in spite of the change of the SNR and the number of pulses. The CCT method can be used effectively in the bistatic MIMO radar system. The ESPRIT based angle estimate results in Fig. 2 are obtained with 100 Monte Carlo trials when the SNR is 10dB. It can be observed that the systems can locate all the 7 targets near the exact targets location. The dependence of the RMSE of proposed estimation method on SNR and the number of pulses are ploted in Fig. 3 . Since the performance of the estimation is related to the location of the target, we evalute the estimation performance using the average RMSE of seven targets. It is shown that the performance of DOA is much better than the one of DOD above certain SNR using the proposed two transmitters MIMO radar scheme. 
Simulation Results
In this section, we demonstrate via simulations the detection and localization performance of the proposed scheme in this paper. Two transmit antennas and eight receive antennas is considered. The array structure is the same as Fig.l , and with half-wavelength space between adjacent elements is used both for transmitter and receiver. Hadamard codes are selected as transmit signals. L = 32 is the number of codes in one pulse period. The variances of the RCS of the targets are I. All the simulations are carried out in the presence of spatial color noise. The correlation coefficient of the color noise is 0.6. In the bistatic MIMO radar , the targets which are in the same range cell should be distributed on the surface of a ellipse with the focuses at receivers and transmitters respectively. In the simulations, the angles are selected arbitrarily for simple. Assume seven targets in a range cell. The locations of the targets are given in Table I . In Fig. I , we plot the the probabilty of error of the number targets detection using CCT method. The probability of false alarm is selected as P, = 0.01 and P, = 0.001 respectively to determine the thresholds of the detection. 
Conclusions
A two-transmitter bistatic MIMO radar scheme has proposed to detection and localization multiple targets in the same range cell. The model of the scheme had be constructed by means of the rotational factor produced by multi-transmiter. CCT method and ESPRIT method had been applied to detect the number of the targets and estimate the location of the targets based on the model. Computer simulations demonstrate the effective of the proposed scheme.
